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Please read all warning and directions before proceeding.
Here is how,
You need to be handy to do this.
Remove the stainless bolt near the top of the net pole, which is holding in place a 1-inch long piece of
plastic or black rubber cap like sleeve. Take a look at how it positioned because you need to replace it later
the same way.
In the middle of the net body, take careful note of how the black plastic band is woven through the netting.
Cut off this black plastic band holding the net to the mid body.
Work off the old net.
Work on the new net leaving more netting on the hoop wire side since it needs to expand when it opens.
To make sure you have left enough netting, test it before replacing the bolt by putting something thin
through the holes and wire arm hole and opening the net to make sure there is enough netting on the hoop
side for the net to easily open. If it is ok then go ahead and replace the parts and netting. Align the holes
and install the bolt right through the netting mesh. Open the net, & weave on the plastic band and tighten.
Trim off the extra length of the black band and file smooth any sharp edge remaining on the cut piece of the
band.
I have provided an extra bolt and nut in case the original is damaged during removal.
CAUTION-Make sure your net is zipped shut before use.

WARNING! Please read!
Keep clear of overhead wires
Safe use of this tool includes but is not limited to:
Training
Practice
Knowledge and being familiar with the animals you are attempting to handle.
Do not put yourself at risk
All animals can be unpredictable

WARNING! Please read!
Use at your own risk.
The use of this device is entirely at the discretion of the user. The user accepts
complete responsibility for the use of this device. The user must become fully aware
of its operation before using. Freeman By Design Corporation assumes no
responsibility or liability for any damage(s) or accident(s) resulting from the use of
its products whatsoever.
TAKE CARE
Questions?
peter@freemanbydesign.com
Thank you for purchasing Freeman products.
PETER FREEMAN
PRESIDENT

